n C(^) ^e counted as two solutions, the total number is evidently 2C(n) or 2C(n) -1 according as n is not or is the double of an integer cube > 0. No determination of C(ri), D(n) seems to have been made. It will be of interest therefore to record forms of these functions depending only upon the real divisors of n, in analogy to the classical results for x 2 ±y 2 = n. These forms also indicate fairly expeditious means for finding all the resolutions of n into a sum or difference of two cubes.
We denote by xp (z) the well known function whose value is 1 or 0 according as z is or is not an integer square j> 0. In the sequel only integer arguments z occur. For S(ri) = C(n) or D(n) we find the following:
(1) n = 0 mod 3, n =\= 0 mod 9, S(n) = 0.
(2) n = 0 mod 9,
the ^ extending to all pairs (t, d) of conjugate divisors of n/9 such that ~^fn <d<, -lT4n ? or d < -^rYn, In the case (0, 0, 0) we set (d, t) = (3d u 3ti), and hence n = 9n x (n x = diQ. Reduction of the conditions upon d, and final replacement of (n l7 d ± ) by (n, d) with the proper qualifications gives C(n) as stated in (2); the C{n) of (1), (3) are equivalent to what precedes.
For D(n) we proceed similarly from . Decomposition into Cubes. The least favorable situation is that in which n is so large that its resolution into factors is impracticable. It will be sufficient to indicate the process for C(n) when n = 0 mod 9. We write down the [1^4n/3] -[l^~w/3] integers satisfying the first inequality in (2), test which of these divide n/9, obtaining thus the pairs 
